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FOREWORD

The Fort Sill Field Unit of the U.S. Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) is conducting research to determine
the effects of continuous operations on the performance of crews as they
operate weapon systems. In conducting this research, the Field Unit has
developed a computer-based model that will simulate the effects on perfor-
mance of crew size, task assignment structure, and fatigue and lack of
adequate sleep. To simulate the performance of a crew on a particular
weapon system, one must have a task library for that system; this library
must contain the tasks that are performed in operating the system and the
minimum, average, and maximum time required to perform them.

This report describes the development of a task library for the
Ml09AI 155mm self-propelled howitzer, the weapon system chosen as the
test bed for the research effort on continuous operations. The research
reported was conducted under RDT&E Project 2Q263743A794, FY 1980 Work
Program, in response to requirements of the U.S. Army Field Artillery
School, Fort Sill, Okla.
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EMPLACING, FIRING, AND MARCH ORDERING AN MI09AI
HOWITZER: TASKS AND TASK TIMES

BRIEF

Requirement:

It is expected that if there is ever a conflict between NATO and War-
saw Pact forces in Europe, howitzer sections, and other crew-served weapons,
will be forced to fight around the clock for up to 8 consecutive days. To
begin to assess the effects of prolonged continuous operations on the per-

formance of such crews, the Fort Sill Field Unit of the Army Research In-
stitute has developed a computer-based simulation model. The model uses
the MI09AI, 155mm howitzer as a test bed. One component of this model is
a library that contains a definition of each task required to operate a
howitzer and numerical values for relevant task parameters, including the
minimum, average, and maximum time required to perform the task. The pur-
pose of the research described in this report was to gather the task and
task time data necessary to build a library for evaluation of MI09AI howit-
zer crews.

Procedure:

To determine the minimum, average, and maximum times to perform each
task, three methods were used. The first method consisted of videotaping
howitzer crews in action and then using the tapes to measure how long it
took to perform individual tasks. Since it was impossible to determine from
the videotapes the times for all the listed tasks, two back-up time estima-
tion methods were used. The first of these back-up methods consisted of

timing one well-trained individual as he performed a task. The second con-
sisted of having a subject matter expert estimate the time it would take to
perform a task.

Findings:

By using the procedure outlined above it was possible to determine the
minimum, average, and maximum times required for members of a howitzer crew
to perform their tasks.

Utilization of Findings:

1. The task library developed provides an adequate data base for
initial studies of the effects of crew size and task structure.

2. The task library can be upgraded to provide additional outputs
concerning "typical" crews if desired.

vii
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3. The present task library is adequate for further development of
the model to predict decrements resulting from fatigue or lack
of adequate sleep or other parameters that affect speed of
performance.

4. The results of the research suggest that it would be feasible
to develop task libraries for weapon systems other than the
MI09Al howitzer. The computer-based model could then be used
to simulate the performance of crews operating those systems.
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EMPLACING, FIRING, AND MARCH ORDERING AN MI09AI HOWITZER:
TASKS AND TASK TIMES

INTRODUCTION

Decision makers in the U.S. Army Field Artillery are concerned about
the performance of howitzer sections during the kind of battles envisioned
if there is ever a conflict in the European theater with current threat
forces. It is assumed that a European conflict would be short, lasting
perhaps only a week or two. It is also assumed, though, that it would be
intense. Because technological advances have greatly increased the ca-
pacity for night operations, battles can now be fought around the clock.

Thus, howitzer sections might be forced to fight continuously for several
consecutive days.

This continuous operations scenario suggests the need to assess the
effects of certain variables on the performance of howitzer crews. Obvi-
ous variables are fatigue and lack of sleep. Less obvious but equally im-
portant variables are crew size and allocation of tasks among crew members.
Since continuous operations will force crew members to fight and rest in
shifts, and since crew members, besides fighting and resting, must perform
certain off-howitzer support tasks, the full crew will never be available
to operate the howitzer. How many men, then, are needed to operate the
howitzer and complete all support duties at acceptable levels of perfor-
mance? How can one best assign tasks so as to minimize the effects of
having a limited number of crew members?

Effects of Fatigue and Inadequate Sleep

The effects of fatigue and lack of adequate sleep on performance are
easy to visualize. As crew members grow physically fatigued, they move
more slowly while performing the individual tasks involved in emplacing,
firing, or march ordering a howitzer. Inadequate sleep, even when it does
not involve physical fatigue, causes lapses of attention, slower perfor-
mance of cognitive operations, and reduced eye-hand coordination. Thus,
fatigue and lack of adequate sleep will cause many individual tasks to be
performed more slowly. When individual tasks in a task sequence are per-
formed more slowly, the sequence as a whole will, of course, be performed
more slowly.

1

1It is assumed in this paper that speed is a critical measure of crew per-

formance. Another measure that might be considered critical is error
rate. With howitzer crews, though, errors are usually reflected in speed:
When a crew member makes an error in performing a task, he corrects the
error and correcting the error takes time.
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Effects of Crew Size and Task Structure

The effects of crew size and task structure are more difficult to
visualize than the effects of fatigue and inadequate sleep. Crew size and
task structure do not affect the speed of performance of individual tasks.
Instead, they affect the speed of performance of sequences of tasks by
affecting the scheduling of individual tasks.

A conceptual analysis of the effects of crew size and task structure
on crew performance suggests two useful indicators of performance effec-
tiveness. The first indicator is obvious and has already been suggested:
speed of performance, where speed is inversely related to time required
to perform an activity such as emplacing, firing, or march ordering the
howitzer (increased speed = decreased time). The second indicator is less
obvious: idle time, the amount of time individual crew members are not
working during the performance of an activity.

Tasks involved in an activity such as firing the howitzer are per-
formed either simultaneously or sequentially, and they are performed se-
quentially for reasons either intrinsic or extrinsic to the tasks. To
illustrate, in firing a howitzer the projectile must be fuzed before it
can be fired. This sequencing is intrinsic to the tasks. Fuzing the pro-
jectile and preparing the propellant charge, though, could be done either
sequentially or simultaneously. Obviously, the activity of firing the
howitzer will be completed more rapidly if these tasks are performed simul-
taneously. Perhaps, however, there is only one man available to do both
tasks; the tasks will then be performed sequentially but for reasons ex-
trinsic to the tasks. When tasks are performed sequentially, for intrinsic
or extrinsic reasons, one seeks to minimize occasions where one man ready
to begin a task is forced to be idle while waiting for another man to com-
plete a prior task within the sequence.

Given a specified series of tasks and a specified crew size, the task
assignment structure that minimizes idle time should also minimize the
total time to perform the tasks. The amount of work to be done is deter-
mined by the tasks and the environment in which the tasks are to be per-
formed; total time to perform an activity can Le shortened only through
the effect of task structure on idle time (Total Time = Work Time/Crew
Size + Idle Time/Crew Size). Thus, with movement toward the optimal task
structure, both performance indicators move in the desired direction.

Changes in crew size will move only one of the two indicators in the
desired direction. Increasing crew size will increase speed of performance
to the extent that it allows the simultaneous performance of tasks that had
been performed sequentially with smaller crews. Increasing crew size,
however, will increase idle time. Conversely, decreasing crew size will
decrease speed of performance to the extent that it forces the sequential
performance of tasks that could be performed simultaneously. Decreasing
crew size, however, will also decrease idle time. In making decisions about
crew size, then, one must be concerned with trade-offs between speed of per-
formance and efficient use of available manpower.

2
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Simulation Model

The U.S. Army Research Institute, Fort Sill Field Unit, is currently
developing methods and collecting data that will allow decision makers to
assess the effects of the variables discussed above without having to per-
form the costly operation of observing crews of different sizes, with dif-
ferent task assignments, operating at different levels of fatigue. An
important part of this process is the development of a computer model that
simulates the performance of howitzer crews. 2

This model consists of three segments. One segment is the computer
program that simulates the performance of howitzer crews. The second is
a task library that contains a definition of each task required to operate
a howitzer and numerical values for relevant task parameters. The param-
eters include the minimum, average, and maximum time required to perform
the task. The third segment specifies the size of the crew being simulated
and the allocation of tasks among crew members. This segment also speci-
fies the number of iterations the simulation program is to complete.

Given appropriate inputs (i.e., the second and third segments), the
simulation program provides information about the speed with which the
crew being simulated would perform such activities as emplacing, firing,
or march ordering the howitzer. Suppose, for example, that one simulates
emplacement and asks for 200 iterations. The simulation program will de-
termine the time required to emplace the howitzer by calculating the time
required to complete each individual task involved in this activity and by
taking into account the scheduling of the tasks. The 200 times for em-
placement calculated by the model will differ from one another because the
model is probabilistic. Assume, for example, that the minimum time to com-
plete a particular task is 1 second, the average is 2 seconds, and the
maximum is 5 seconds. For any one iteration of the emplacement activity,
the simulation model would randomly select a time somewhere between 1 and
5 seconds for that task. Since times for the individual tasks vary from
iteration to iteration, the total times for the activity will, of course,
also vary.

The program provides summary information on the iterations performed.
Presented are the minimum time to perform the activity, the times at the
10th, 20th, 30th, 40th, 50th, 60th, 70th, 80th, and 90th percentiles of
the distribution, and the maximum time to perform the activity. The simu-
lation program also provides a count of how often each man was the "criti-
cal" man (i.e., the number of iterations during which he worked the great-
est amount of time) and the average amount of time each man was idle.
Thus, the model provides output on speed of performance and idle time,
the two indicators of performance effectiveness discussed earlier. To
summarize, the simulation model operates as follows:

1. Tasks are defined and placed in the task library with each task
entry consisting of the items described in Table 1.

2For a complete description of the model, see Schwalm, R. C., Crumley,
L. M., Coke, J. S., & Sachs, S. A. A Description of the ARI Crew Per-
formance Model. ARI Research Report, in press.
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2. Information about crew size and task assignment is input through

a set of control cards. Also included in the control cards is

the number of iterations the simulation model is to complete.

3. Based upon the information given, the simulation program will
make its calculations and print out the summary information de-
scribed above.

Table 1

Task Library Data Entries and Column Locations
on 80-Column Card Image

Column Data entry

2-5 Task number

7-10 Hold (number of another task that must be performed
before this task can be performed)

12-15 Concurrent (number of another task that must be per-
formed concurrently with this task)

16-20 Minimum time in seconds to perform the task

21-25 Average time in seconds to perform the task

26-30 Maximum time in seconds to perform the task

40 Source of the time data

PURPOSE

The purpose of the research described in this report was to develop a
library of the tasks performed by Ml09Al howitzer crews. The task library
makes it possible to simulate the performance of howitzer crews of differ-
ent sizes and with different task assignment.structures. The task library
also provides a data base for later simulations of the effects of fatigue
and inadequate sleep on performance. Before such simulations can be run,
however, more information about the effects of fatigue and inadequate sleep
on performance is needed. Research to acquire that information is planned.

APPROACH

The Ml09Al howitzer section, which consists of a 155mm self-propelled
howitzer, an M548 section vehicle, and a nominal 10-man crew, was selected
as the test bed for the modeling effort. Development of the task library

4
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involved two major efforts: developing a comprehensive list of tasks re-
quired to operate a howitzer, and obtaining data that describe the range
of times required to perform the various tasks.

Development of a Task List

The tasks making up an initial task list were gathered from the fol-
lowing documents: (1) FM 6-88 (155mm Howitzer M109, Ml09AI, Self-Propelled);
(2) TM 9-2350-217-1ON (Operation and Maintenance Manual (User) for Howitzer,
Medium, Self-Propelled: 155mm M109 (2350-00-440-8811) and 155mm Ml09AI
(2350-00-485-9662)); and (3) WCXXMG, HO (Duties of the Personnel of the 155mm
Howitzer M109/MI09Al Self-Propelled Section). This task list is shown in
Appendix A. Some tasks in the initial list were then broken into smaller
task units. This was done if it appeared possible that the different units
might profitably be performed by two or more men instead of one or if it
appeared possible that there might sometimes be a gap in time between the
performance of one unit and the performance of another. Also a series of
locomotion tasks was added so that the crew simulations could reflect the
requirement that crew members move to and from various work locations. In
all, approximately 200 tasks were identified. The tasks that make up the
final task library are shown in Appendix B.

After the task list was developed, a further analysis was performed
to identify constraints intrinsic to the tasks that force some tasks to be
perforrned sequentially and some to be performed concurrently. For example,
in firing the howitzer, the gunner cannot properly perform Task 100, "Sets
deflection," until the chief of section performs Task 12, "Announces de-
flection." The entry for Task 100 reflects this constraint: In columns
7-10, Task 12 appears indicating that Task 100 cannot be performed until
Task 12 has been completed (see the fire mission tasks in Appendix B).
This means that Task 100 must "hold" for Task 12. When calculating the
time required to fire the howitzer, the simulation program takes account
of this constraint.

3

Task 500, "Holds projectile while another affixes and sets fuze,"
must be performed concurrently with Task 404, "Affixes and sets fuze..'
The library entry for Task 500 reflects this constraint: In columns 12-15,
Task 404 appears indicating that Task 500 must be performed concurrently
with Task 404 (again see the fire mission tasks in Appendix B).

3The gunner could of course set a deflection before the chief of section
announced the one sent by the fire direction center. A howitzer crew that
followed this piocedure, however, would seldom place its projectiles in
the desired location. We identified those tasks that must be performed
sequentially or concurrently if the weapon system is to operate as intended
(i.e., intrinsic constraints). Identification of constraints requires
knowledge of the system.
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Task Time Data Collection

To estimate the minimum, average, and maximum times to perform the
tasks, three methods were used. The first method consisted of videotaping
howitzer crews in action and then using the tapes to measure how long it
took to perform individual tasks. Since it was impossible to determine
from the videotapes the times for all the listed tasks, two back-up time
estimation methods were used. The first back-up method consisted of tim-
ing one well-trained individual as he performed a task. The second con-
sisted of having a subject matter expert estimate the time it would take
to perform a task.

Videotaping. The major method of data collection consisted of film-
ing two howitzer crews. The crews and equipment came from III Corps Ar-
tillery, 75th FA Group, 2nd Battalion, 34th FA. Each crew used one Ml09AI
155mm self-propelled howitzer, one M548 section vehicle, and all the equip-
ment associated with these two vehicles. The M548 was loaded with 10 pal-
lets of high explosive (HE) projectiles and 36 powder cannisters. Each
pallet contained 8 projectiles and each cannister contained 2 green bag
propellant charges.

The two crews were videotaped on separate days. The weather on both
days was good and should not have adversely affected performance. Each
crew repeated four times the sequence of emplacing the howitzer, firing
three rounds, and then march ordering the howitzer. Support elements re-
quired to perform these activities were furnished. Laying the howitzer
for direction required an aiming circle, a man to operate the aiming cir-
cle, and a communications wire between the aiming circle and the howitzer.
Firing the howitzer required a fire direction center (FDC) to transmit
fire missions to the howitzer crew and a forward observer (FO) to observe
the fired rounds in the target area.

Because the data were intended to be applicable to combat operations,
the crews were instructed to operate as they would in combat. The crews
were also directed to work out of the back of the ammunition carrier in
preparing ammunition for firing. In training exercises, crews usually un-
load their ammunition and prepare it for firing on the ground beside the
howitzer. This procedure is easier than working out of the back of an am-
munition carrier. In combat, however, a crew might be forced by enemy
action to march order rapidly and the crew would not have time to reload
ammunition into the carrier. Thus, in combat, a crew would be forced to
work out of the ammunition carrier.

The fire missions transmitted to the howitzer crews were also de-
signed to be representative of combat. Since target locations vary from
fire mission to fire mission, the crew must frequently change the deflec-
tion and quadrant settings on the fire control instruments of the howitzer.
Further, howitzer crews are called upon to fire various kinds of projec-
tiles and fuzes, the shell-fuze combination fired depending upon charac-
teristics of the target.

These variations were reflected in the fire mission. There were five
elements in each fire mission transmitted to the howitzer crews: projectile
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location, charge, fuze, deflection, and quadrant. One element was con-
stant: The crews always fired charge 5. Each of the other four elements
varied from round to round. Although all projectiles fired by the howit-
zer crews were HE, the FDC directed the howitzer crews to get their pro-
jectiles from a pallet either at the front, middle, or rear of the M548.
This requirement simulated a combat situation in which a crew might have
to obtain different kinds of projectiles from different locations within
the ammunition carrier. The FDC also directed the howitzer crews to fire
either point detonating (PD), variable time (VT), or time (Ti) fuzes.
Deflection and quadrant were varied from one round to the next within the
constraint that the fired round had to land in a specified target area.

As the howitzer crews worked, they were filmed by three camera oper-
ators who carried portable videotape cameras and recording units. Each
camera was equipped with a directional microphone. To facilitate filming,
the howitzer and ammunition carrier were emplaced in an open field in the
configuration shown in Figure 1. In combat, of course, a howitzer bat-
tery would seek a concealed position.

Figure 1 also shows the positions to which each of the three camera
operators moved as the howitzer and ammunition carrier drove into posi-
tion. As can be seen in Figure 1, one camera looked directly into the
back of the howitzer, one looked into the back of the ammunition carrier,
and one focused on the left side of the howitzer, a location where con-
siderable activity takes place during emplacements and march orders.

When the filming was completed, a running digital clock accurate to
the half-second was superimposed in the lower right-hand corner of the
videotape. Two researchers then recorded the start and stop points of
tasks to the nearest second. They subsequently used this information to
calculate the total task time in seconds. For some tasks, the start or
stop point was based on oral commands or statements. Usually, though, the
start and stop points were based on visual information.

During the initial phases of data reduction, the two researchers in-
dependently observed the same tapes. When large discrepancies in times
recorded for a task occurred, it was because the two researchers inter-
preted the actions of a crew member differently. The researchers resolved
such discrepancies by reviewing the tape, discussing their two interpreta-
tions in light of the review, and deciding which interpretation was correct.
In nearly all cases, however, the times the researchers recorded for a
task were within one second of being in agreement. Because the times were
so close, no formal assessment of reliability was considered necessary.

Individual Task Timing and Time Estimate. Since it was impossible
to videotape all the tasks listed in the task list, some data were col-
lected by alternative methods. Indeed, despite the instructions to the
howitzer crews to operate as if in combat, they failed to perform some
tasks that should have been performed. To generate estimates of the time
to perform the tasks not performed or not visible, two back-up methods
were used. One method involved timing an individual as he performed the
tasks; the other involved estimating the times. Generally, the times for
the simple tasks that had not been filmed were obtained by timing a
USAFACFS Weapons Department instructor performing the tasks. For more

7



Figure 1. Relative positions of M109AI howitzer, M548 ammunition

carrier, and the three camera operators.
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complex tasks where it seemed likely that the time to perform a task would
vary widely depending on the performer's skill level, the instructor pro-

vided minimum, average, and maximum time estimates for a "typical" crewman.

RESULTS

The completed task library is shown in Appendix B. Two lines are used
to describe each task, the first line consisting of numerical values for
the task parameters and the second line consisting of a brief verbal de-
scription of the task. The data entries appearing on the first line have
been described briefly in Table 1.

The entries for hold, concurrent, and source of time data, however,
need some explanation beyond that provided in the table. The hold and con-
current entries are used to reflect constraints intrinsic to the tasks.
If the task being described cannot be performed until another task has been
performed, the number of that other task appears in the hold columns. If
the task being described must be performed concurrently with another task,
the number of that other task appears in the concurrent columns.

As is indicated in Table 1, the entry in column 40 indicates the
source of the time data for the task. If the time data for a task were
based on observation of the howitzer crews, a "I" appears in column 40.4

If times for a task could not be directly determined from observation of
the videotapes but could be inferred from the tapes, a "2" appears in col-
umn 40. If the data were obtained by timing the USAFACFS instructor, a
"3" appears. If the data were the estimates of a subject matter expert,

a "4" appears.5 Of the times for the 161 nonlocomotion tasks, 66 were ob-
tained by observation of the videotapes, 7 were inferred from the video-
tapes, 21 were obtained by timing the performance of the USAFACFS instruc-
tor, and 67 were estimates of the USAFACFS instructor.

An attempt was made to organize the task library in such a way that
it would be easy to use. The task library was divided into three segments
representing the three major activities engaged in by a howitzer crew:
emplacing, firing, and march ordering. The numbers assigned to the tasks
indicate which crew member usually performs the tasks. Tasks were assigned
numbers according to the following scheme: 0-99, Chief of Section; 100-199,
gunner; 200-299, assistant gunner; 300-399, number 1 cannoneer; 400-499,

4Even for tasks assigned a "1" in column 40, subjective judgment was some-
times involved in determining the minimum, average, and maximum times. If
we thought that a time recorded for a task was for some reason atypical,
the time was disregarded. On one occasion, for example, a howitzer crew
member made several mistakes in fuzing a projectile. Using his time on
that occasion as the maximum time would have greatly distorted the distri-
bution for the task.

5It was assumed that times for tasks would generally be positively skewed.
If an error is made in performing a task, the time required to perform the
task might be considerably increased. There is no corresponding mechanism
that might decrease the time required to perform a task.
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number 2 cannoneer; 500-599, number 3 cannoneer; 600-699, number 4 cannon-
eer; 700-799, number 5 cannoneer; 800-899, motor driver; and 900-999, sec-
tion driver.

For convenience of presentation, the locomotion tasks were shown as
a separate segment in Appendix B. To actually use the model to simulate
an activity, however, the locomotion tasks would have to be entered in the
same segment or file as the tasks for that activity. Thus, the same loco-
motion tasks would be entered in the file with the emplacement tasks, the
file with the fire mission tasks, and the file with the march order tasks.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of the present research was to collect data that could be
useful in evaluating the effects on performance of different crew sizes
and different task assignments within a given crew size. For this spe-
cific purpose, a sample of two howitzer crews was sufficient. Lest the
reader make inferences not justified by the data, however, a caveat is in

order. One might be tempted to assume that the performance of most how-
itzer crews would be similar to the performance of the crews studied and
that one could, therefore, predict the level of performance of howitzer
crews in general from the data collected. Given the small sample of crews,
this assumption is unwarranted. The performance of howitzer crews must
fall along a distribution, some crews being fast, some slow, some average.
With our sample of only two crews, one should not assume that they were
average or typical.

It would be desirable in the future to collect data from a much larger
sample of howitzer crews. This would increase the power of the simulation
model since one could use it to predict the performance of howitzer bat-
teries in particular battle scenarios. How many sections, for example,
would be able to fire the number of rounds per day and make the number of
moves per day envisioned in the European scenario?

Still, the small sample used in the present research does not lessen
the value of the data in accomplishing the purpose for which they were in-
tended. Even if the two crews studied were far faster or far slower than
the average howitzer crew, the data could still be used to evaluate the
effects of different crew sizes and task assignment structures. Consider,
for example, two 10-man crews, one of which can perform twice as fast as
the other all the tasks involved in emplacing a howitzer. The time it
takes to emplace the howitzer with the full crew provides a base line
measure of performance for each crew. If we took several men from each
crew and distributed the tasks these men had performed among the remaining
crew members, the speed of both crews would probably decrease by some
amount and not necessarily the same amount. The key point, though, is
that losing the men would cause approximately the same percentage decrease
in speed relative to the base line for both the fast and the slow crew.
Hence the fast and the slow crew data would lead one to draw the same
inference about the effects of crew size changes.

Another issue of concern is the relatively large number of tasks with
time data based on the back-up methods of data collection. It certainly
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would have been preferable to determine the times for each task by observ-
ing howitzer crews. As with the small sample of crews, however, the use
of back-up methods of data collection does not lessen the value of the
data for making inferences about the effects of different crew sizes or
task structures. It is unlikely that any errors in the times based on
the back-up methods are sufficiently large that they would lead to incor-
rect inferences about the effects of these variables. Further, as decision
makers move toward any final decisions about crew size or task structure,
the task library will be updated with more accurate times if that becomes
necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The present task library provides an adequate data base for ini-
tial studies of the effects of crew size and task structure using
the simulation model.

The task library can be upgraded to provide additional outputs
.oncerning "typical" crews if desired.

3. The present task library is adequate for further development of
the model to predict decrements resulting from fatigue or lack of
adequate sleep or other parameters that affect speed of performance.

4. The present results suggest that it would be feasible to develop
task libraries for weapon systems other than the MI09AI howitzer.
The computer-based model could then be used to simulate the per-
formance of crews operating those systems.

11



APPENDIX A

TABLE 1

LIST OF TASKS PERFORMED BY CREW DURING THE PROCESS OF LAYING A HOWITZER

CHIEF OF SECTION

1. Gives command to prepare for action.

2. Supervises work of cannoneers during all activities.

3. Directs backing of carriage against spades. Directs driver to cut engine and
set brakes.

4. Checks position of replenisher indicator and recuperator guide pins. Checks
recoil system for leaks. Directs servicing as required.

5. Verifies the adjustment of the sighting and fire control equipment to insure

that the howitzer has been properly laid.

6. Assisted by the gunner, measures angle of site to crest.

7. Indicates alternative aiming point to the gunner.

8. Supervises gunner and assistant gunner as they boresight or check previous

boresighting.

9. Reports to executive officer that the howitzer is prepared for action or
reports any defects that the section cannot remedy without delay.

GUNNER

1. Depresses left pedal latch when spades are used. Opens left cab door.

2. Removes collimator and hands it to number 4.

3. Releases cab traverse lock. Places cab power switch in the on position and
places the elevation switch in the gunner position for power elevation.

4. Assists driver in disengaging howitzer travel lock, and then depresses tube
to minimum elevation so number 5 can remove the muzzle cover and plug. Places
the elevation control switch in the number I man position for power elevation.
Checks power and manual traverse.

5. Commands the driver to lift and lock ballistic cover, and installs panoramic
teLe-,cope. Uncovers azi.nuth counter. Zeroes the gunner's aid counter and
levels the telescope mount.

6. Lays the howitzer for direction. Directs alinement of collimator and resets
counter to 3,200 mils. Directs alinement of aiming posts so that an alter-
native to the collimator is available. Identifies and records deflection to
alternative aiming point.

13
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7. Assists chief of section in measuring angle of site to crest.

8. Boresights the weapon or checks previous broesighting.

ASSISTANT GUNNER

1. Depresses right pedal latch. Opens right cab door.

2. Checks functioning of elevating mechanism, power and manual.

3. Elevates the tube to loading elevation. Centers cross-level bubbles. Sets
correction counter to zero.

4. Checks direct fire telescope.

5. Assists chief of section in measuring site to crest.

6. Boresights direct fire telescope.

NUMBER 1 CANNONEER

1. Opens rear cab doors and dismounts.

2. Removes left spade strut safety pin. Releases left locking latch and lowers

spade to ground.

3. Procures lanyard; operates firing mechanism; inspects, operates, and cleans the

breechblock, power rammer, chamber, bore, primer seat, and obturator vent; leaves
the breechblock open.

4. Procures sponge, burlap, and bucket of water and places them in a convenient
location.

5. Procures primers and places them in a convenient and safe location.

NUMBER 2 CANNONEER

1. Opens and holds rear hull door while the chief of section and numbers 1 and 2

dismount; then closes hull door for emplacement of the spades.

2. Removes right spade strut safety pin. Removes right locking latch and lowers

spade to ground.

3. Procures fuze setters and, assisted by number 3, unloads fuze boxes and opens
box.-, and arranges fuzes as directed by the chief of section.

NUMBER 3 CANNONEER

1. Assists number 2 in unloading and opening fuze boxes and arranging fuzes.

2. Does other tasks as directed by the chief of section.
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NUMBER 4 CANNONEER

1. Obtains collimator from gunner and places it to the left front of the howitzer.

Alines the collimator in accordance with directions from the gunner.

2. Assembles aiming posts and places them to the right rear of the piece for
number 5.

3. Assembles rammer staffs.

4. Does other tasks as directed by chief of section.

NMBER 5 CANNONEER

1. Acts as gun guide when required. Guides piece into position parallel with
stakes.

2. Plugs the piece into the battery. communication system.

3. Removes muzzle cover and plug, folds the cover, and places the cover and plug
in the driver's compartment.

4. Alines aiming posts in accordance with directions from the gunner.

5. Emplaces muzzle boresight when required.

6. Does other tasks as directed by the chief of section.

MOTOR CARRIAGE DRIVER

1. When directed by chief of section, backs carriage against the spades. Sets

brakes and stops the engine.

2. Assisted by the gunner, disengages and secures the howitzer travel lock.

3. Opens and locks direct fire telescope window. Lifts and locks the ballistic

cover on command of the gunner.

4. Puts instrument panel inside driver's compartment and closes and secures hatch.

5. Does other tasks as directed by the chief of section.

SECTION VEHICLE DRIVER

I. Does tasks as directed by the chief of section.

15
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TABLE 2

LIST OF TASKS PERFORMED BY CREW DURING FIRE MISSION

CHIEF OF SECTION

I. Commands the section during firing and insures an efficient and safe operation.

2. Follows fire commands and repeats commands to section as required to insure

efficiency and safety.

3. Verifies the adjustment of the sighting and fire control equipment.

4. Checks all ammunition components of a complete round that has been prepared

for firing before it is loaded in the cannon tube.

5. Indicates that the howitzer is ready to fire by extending his right arm
vertically and reporting to the fire direction center.

6. Drops his right arm sharply to his side and gives the comnand to fire.

GUNNER

1. Sets announced deflection on the reset counter by turning the azimuth knob.

2. Traverses the tube until the vertical reticle of the telescope is correctly

alined with the collimator or until it is on the left edge of the aiming point.

3. Centers the pitch- and cross-level bubbles.

4. Calls "ready" after the piece is laid for direction and the assistant gunner
has called "set".

ASSISTANT GUNNER

I. Using the elevation knob, sets the announced quadrant on the elevation counter.

2. Elevates the tube until the elevation level bubble is centered.

3. Using the cross-level knob, centers the cross-level bubble.

4. Calls "set" after the tube is laid for quadrant.

NUMBER I CANNONEER

1. Places the projectile in the loading tray of the power rammer.

2. Rams the projectile with the power rammer.

3. Returns rammer to stowed position.
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4. Places tile propellant charge in the chamber so that the red ignitor pad is
3 inches inside the rear of the chamber.

5. Closes breech, inserts primer into primer seat, and slides block assembly
to the left to position the firing mechanism over the primer.

6. Attaches the lanyard to the eyelet on the firing mechanism lever.

7. At the command of the chief of section, fires the howitzer.

8. Swabs and inspects the powder chamber forcing cone and obturator head after
each round is fired and calls "bore clear."

NUMBER 2 CANNONEER

1. Fuzes projectile.

2. Sets selective superquick and delay fuzes.

3. Sets all time and proximity fuzes with the proper fuze setter. Removes
setter and verifies setting.

NUMBER 3 CANNONEER

I. Inspects and cleans projectiles.

2. Holds projectile upright while number 2 fuzes the projectile and sets the fuze.

3. Carries fuized projectile to the howitzer and places it wh.?ro it will be
convenient for number I.

NUMBER 4 CANNONEER

1. Assisted by the motor carriage driver, prepares propellant charge.

2. Hands propellant charge to motor carriage driver, and disposes of excess powder

increments.

NUMBER 5 CANNONEER

I. If present, acts as section radio telephone operator. He will usually be gone
with advance party, helping to prepare next battery location. When he is gone,
the CS usually serves as the radio telephone operator.

MOTOR CARRIAGE DRIVER

I. Assists number 4 in preparing the propellant charge.

2. Hands the propellant charge to number I so that he can grasp the base of the
charge with his right hand.
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SECTION VEHICLE DRIVER

1. Does tasks as directed by the chief of section.

18



TABLE 3

LIST OF TASKS PERFORMED BY CREW DURING THE PROCESS OF MARCH ORDERING A HOWITZER

CHIEF OF SECTION

1. Gives command to march order.

2. Inspects chamber to insure that howitzer is not loaded.

3. Supervises the work of the section as they prepare the ammunition for travel.

4. Directs driver in extracting and stowing spades.

5. Verifies that the howitzer is prepared for traveling and takes his post.

6. Reports to the executive officer that his section is in order or reports any

defect that the section cannot remedy without delay.

GUNNER

1. Sets azimuth counter to 3,200 mils and closes window. Sets gunner's aid
counter to zero. Covers bubbles on the telescope mount.

2. Removes the panoramic telescope from its mount and replaces it in its case.

3. Assists the driver in engaging howitzer travel lock. Places cab power switch
in the off position. Locks cab traverse lock.

4. Steps on left and right release pedals respectively, after the driver has
backed against spades. Makes sure pedal latch engages pin. Closes left cab
door after receiving and stowing the collimator.

5. Verifies that all section equipment is present and secure, and takes his post.

ASSISTANT GUNNER

1. Sets elevation and correction counters to zero. Covers bubbles on the elevation

quadrant.

2. Closes right cab door.

3. Takes post.

NUMBER I CANNONEER

I. Closes the breechblock after the chief of section has inspected the chamber,
and secures the power rammer.
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2. Secures sponge, burlap, and cleaning materials and replaces unused primers

in travel compartments. Replaces vent and primer seat cleaning tools.

3. Assisted by number 3, lifts the left spade into the travel position.

4. Closes rear cab doors.

5. Takes his post, closing rear hull door.

NUMBER 2 CANNONEER

1. Replaces fuzes in containers and places them in the hauitzer compartment.

2. Returns fuze wrenches and setters to their travel chest and replaces

ammunition in the howitzer compartment.

3. Assisted by number 4, lifts the right spade into the travel position.
Replaces right spade strut safety pin.

4. Takes post.

NUMBER 3 CANNONEER

1. Insures that projectiles are ready for loading, that all fuzes are removed,
and that the supplementary charges, lifting plugs, and grc =ets are

replaced.

2. Assists number 1 in lifting the left spade into the travel position.

3. Takes post.

NUMBER 4 CANNONEER

1. Recovers collimator, prepares it for traveling, and passes it to the gunner

for storage.

2. Assists number 2 in lifting the right spade into travel position.

3. Takes post.

NUMBER 5 CANNONEER (IF AVAILABLE)

1. Recovers and disassembles aiming posts and hands them to the rotor carriage
driv,-r for stor:ige.

2. Secures cormun i cations equipment.

3. Replaces muzzle plug and cover.

4. Takes post.

20
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MOTOR CARRIAGE DRIVER

I. Disassembles and secures rammer staff sections. Secures aiming posts and
.toneer tools.

2. Li!fts howitzer travel lock to the vertical position and, assisted by the

gunmr, locks the tube in the travel position.

3. Closes direct fire telescope window, and closes and secures ballistic
cover.

4. Starts engine, and backs against spades as directed by the chief of section.
To extract spades, drives vehicle forward as directed by the chief of
section.

SECTION VEHICLE DRIVER

1. Does tasks as directed by the chief of section.

(
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